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Madison Stephens
my mom used to ask me to hug her so that she could measure her waist within the confines of my limbs trying
to fit neat
there in the circumference of my arms, hands clasped, fingers interlocked
if they couldn't touch, if my hands couldn't find one another in the small of her back she would shrink visibly
on the spot
so that it was a child who stood in the kitchen with her back to me
smoking a brown cigarette that she hand rolled with liquorice flavoured rizlas
I said my arms were short and she smiled
her cigarette smoke caught in the bright white refracted light from the window and hung, still, all around her
head, speckles of dust whirling slowly among it
I know, now
that feeling of being less than woman
that feeling of being unworthy, unfeminine
I have felt it sickeningly heavy in my stomach
when the eyes of a stranger
look up at me from in between my legs
and back down, frowning at my pubic hair and back up to my breasts questioning
with a look as though he might be sick on my almost
freshly washed bedsheets
I pull at the quilt trying to cover a heart shaped blood stain which he hasn’t seen yet
I thought it was quite cool, how it had formed itself into the shape of the exact vessel that pumps it through my
worthy, feminine body
but I was so scared he might see it lying there
that vulnerable little red heart and he would laugh
even though he didn’t think it was funny
he says he’ll fuck me if I shave
he leaves before the quilt could be kicked off the bed by unknowing limbs
uncovering the thing
that I found so endearing
and I tell myself as I see him out
this is a good thing
and repeat the affirmation as I weep
resenting the angry tears that fell
too fast for me to wipe them from my cheeks
they sped down my neck
I remembered then, in that moment
there on my bloody bed
crying and wanking

@YOMADDY

something I hadn’t thought about for ages
I was in p.e and jordon kelly o’connor pointed at my hairy legs and creased
I tried to pull my skort down to cover my spiky knees, but it was a mini skirt really,
with shorts underneath to preserve our catholic purity
at home that night I lit candles and ran a bath
and sat, a bit sad and a bit fat
and thought jordon kelly o’connor you twat
and got a bright yellow bic razor from my dad’s multipack
So relaxed
until I shaved an inch of skin clean off my left shin
I screamed for my mom and she came running in
I covered my small boobs and refused to lift my arms
so that she could lift me out of the blood bath I'd been sat crying in
get a grip she said and prized my arms from my chest
pulled me out of the bath, sat me in her lap and asked
what the fuck?
I told her what happened, and she held me,
me sat on her, her sat on the toilet,
her arms wrapped in an infinite circle around my entire curled up body, both of us soaking with red bath water
you don’t need to shave she says, you know I don’t
yeah but you’re ginger you can’t even see it
yeah but hairy girls are cool, one day you’ll believe me
and as I lay alone in my bed, fiercely proud of myself for refusing to fit
plucked and tucked, gift wrapped for your ease
within the boundaries of a child’s arm-span,
I quietly promised myself that I would never ask my daughter
to measure my immeasurable womanliness in her arms
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Over 270 women ran for governor
and even Congress and 117 were
elected:

how the women-in-politics movement is actually
getting far.
BY KARLA PEREZ @KARLADPEREZ_

Having been born in Cuba and living there up until I was a 10 year old girl, I spent most of my life surrounded
by lots of toxic masculinity—it was like a plague that I couldn’t get rid of. Always being told to sit ‘properly’,
not wear ‘masculine’ clothing, always be smiling because I didn't look good with a frown on my face, not play
with the boys because I would get dirty and a lady can not afford such a thing, etc was tiring and it never felt
quite right to follow those commands.
I am now about to turn fifteen, and I have come to realize that that is not how it should be: all humans should
be treated the same way—with fairness and disregard to societal norms. And because I had this epiphany when
I arrived to this country, I can’t help but want to write about it and express proudly the fact that it is wonderful
that women have been given more rights and freedoms and even positions in government lately.
Just the fact that I am now able to write this and show my work to the public without fear of feeling guilty and
being reprimanded for being proud of women and of being a woman myself is extremely refreshing and
important to me. So, thank you for reading.

It is almost an understatement to say that women have come a long way.
Since the very beginning of civilization, women were--most of the time--looked down upon, as people considered them weak,
unimportant, fragile, submissive, unpowerful.
But many centuries have passed, and many policies and overall changes in our society have occurred and shaped the way we
live in, making it easier for women to succeed in all sorts of aspects in our world--politics, businesses, health, etc.
However, although we've developed in many different ways, vast amounts of people still believe in the old-fashioned,
traditional and conservative ways of living; ways in which women no longer would have a say or stance or chance to
participate in politic-related matters, such as running for a position in government. This has caused the losses of many
women running in elections, whether it be for governor, senator, or president.
But recently, a big change seems to have occurred with the 2018 Midterm Elections that took place on November 6. This year,
records have been broken and more than 270 women ran for governor or even Congress.
According to the results released to the Los Angeles Times, 96 women were elected to the House of Representatives, 12 to the
Senate and 9 to the position of governor in their states.
But that’s not it. Among these women can be found a few ladies that certainly changed history and become some firsts in
Congress.

For example, we got the first two Native American women to be elected, Sharice Davids (D) and Debra Haaland (D); the first
two Muslim women, Rashida Tlaib (D) and Rashida Tlaib (D); the first black woman from Massachusetts, Ayanna Pressley (D);
the first two Latinas from Texas, Veronica Escobar (D) and Sylvia Garcia (D); and the first woman for senator from Tennessee,
Marsha Blackburn (R).
Some firsts in the gubernatorial races were: First woman elected governor of Maine, Janet Mills (D); first Democratic Latina
elected governor in the U.S., Michelle Lujan Grisham (D); and first woman elected governor of South Dakota, Kristi Noem
(R ).

So, what does this all mean?
It means that the women-in-politics movement could actually be working, given all these surprising results. It means that,
now more than ever, diversity will not seem to be such a big, missing factor in our government’s legislative branch. It means
that women are moving forward in politics and it doesn’t seem like they will be backing down any time soon. Though our
country hasn't even had its first female president yet, the recent advancements in the American government could serve as
evidence that maybe it will happen soon and history will change even more drastically in the near future.
It feels to many like this era is the one in which we will finally obtain a fair and balanced ratio between the men and women
of our country.
But until then, we must keep working towards it.

Emily Crinson
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Encounters with Gentlemen
I love getting called a twat by guy I don’t know.
It’s a word with substance,
Meaty in its delivery and really packs a punch.
It comes with the flood that drains my battery and simultaneously
my will to live.
It’s nice to be thrown a curveball every once in a while.
Mathew “likes the way I’m put together” but
Dan thinks I “have a big nose, for a girl”.
Dave tells me I am “a slag”
But I am confused by this as our prior conversation had been about Bake Off.
Am I cake whore? Absolutely, so maybe that was his point. How am I to know?
To Andy, should I really “feel honoured” that you managed to string hello and my name together
from a database of faces, tits and ass?
For Mark, a moment’s silence who claims he “missed his opportunity by not speaking to me for
FOUR FUCKING WEEKS”.
Maybe in another life, the magic that pulls and tugs, that binds entwines will fall upon us,
soulmates separated by time and its fickle ring.
Or then again, maybe not.
Callum likes my eyes but Christopher prefers my boobs.
The new mating calls of millennial madness
Cos guys want something long, blonde and balled in their fist,
Expect instant gratification from the most basic communication.
Since brass, nor stone, nor boundless sea could stop you from “wanting to get all on up in that.”
So this is for James, Harry, Tom, Joshua, the other tom and Lachlan. For David and Kieran and
Hamish and Sam. Marcus, Eddie, Steven, Euan. For Patrick and Ted, Harvey, Simon, Nick. Joe, no
You do not “fit the bill”
Dom, I am “Crazy Fun”, and I was before you told me.
If “girls like me shouldn’t be here” Connor, where exactly am I supposed to go?
And Matthew,
You called me a twat
Because I wasn’t interested in meeting you.
You said I had wasted your time/was an entitled bitch/that I didn’t know how good I could have
had it with you.
But who wants that?
A guy in a snapback cap who calls girls twats when we doesn’t get back what he wants from
them.

ANNIE MUIR
WWW.TIME41POEM.WORDPRESS.COM

Annie Muir currently lives in
Manchester, UK where she
co-edits Lager
Magazine and has a poetry
show on community radio
called ‘Time for One
Poem’. In 2013 she won the
PBS National Student Poetry
Competition and
her poems have been
published in Sand Magazine,
Myths of the Near
Future, The Moth, and the
anthology Love Like Salt.

Karson Browne
love/me/nots
@KARSY_

when your granny died
you plastered the walls
with pictures of her smiling face
when my granda died aged twenty-nine
blind
from type 1 diabetes
my granny took a lock of his hair a lock
of her own made a plait and
swallowed it whole lined
her stomach and cut the tongue
from any mouth where his name still
lived
bathed in bleach for weeks and scrubbed
his fingerprints from her skin with steel wool

the flowers/have been/stripped/bare
the garden\a sea\of
love
me
knots
caught
in a little girl’s hair
oil black
and sticky with sugar

Karson Browne is a 24-year-old from Derry, Ireland. He currently lives in Leeds, where he is working
towards an undergraduate degree in English with Creative Writing at Leeds Beckett University. He has
previously worked for BBC Radio in Northern Ireland and regularly performs at spoken word nights in
West Yorkshire.

Kristiana Reed
To Gentlemen on Dance Floors Everywhere
To gentlemen on dance floors everywhere:
Fuck off.
No, seriously. Please keep
your bump and grind stare
to yourself.
Perhaps I’m not wearing
any underwear
but I didn’t come here to share.
I came here to dance and
drink until I’m silly,
not the ‘liability’ you’ll claim
as your lion’s share - and
try to take.
If you haven’t yet realised
I’m using the term ‘gentlemen’
loosely, because chivalry
is not dead,
you just haven’t learnt it yet;
and I don’t mean door holding
and jacket offering No, I mean personal space

MYSCREAMINGTWENTIES.COM

for each of my hands,
my ribcage and raging breath.
I mean having conversations
which don’t have forks in the roads,
yet no matter what I choose
in your head, both lead to sex.
I mean dancing on my own
because I decided long ago
this body is good enough for me
and me only,
and even if you ask politely
I’m still not obligated
to give any of it, to you.

Kristiana Reed is an English teacher and a writer (in her free time and day dreams.) She is the author of the
WordPress blog My Screaming Twenties and she writes about love, her struggle with mental health, survival
and hope. She is currently in the middle of producing Between the Trees, her debut anthology, and writing
her first novel.

www.myscreamingtwenties.com

Why we need feminism
today
JENNIFER MENNINGER

WWW.THEFEMALEPILGRIM.COM

Jennifer Menninger studies political science and gender studies in Austria. She's an active
member of the Women's International League of Peace and Freedom (WILPF) and blogs at
www.thefemalepilgrim.com.

The police in Innsbruck, Austria, started to give away free pocket alarms to women and girls.
In general, this campaign is not bad but the way it gives the impression that women and girls are more
vulnerable than men. They need more protection. Although the news about crime in Innsbruck show
that men are victims of robberies and violent crimes, too.
This example demonstrates how stereotypes about men and women influence our daily lives. And that's
exactly why we still need Feminism.
Feminism is not about hating men. Feminism is about equality. Feminists do not want to be superior or
better than men. They want to be treated the same way as men.
Many men who are against feminism are afraid of losing their control over women. They are scared of
losing their partners. They are worried about finding a job if women can apply for the same positions.
They are unsure if their voices are heard as soon as women are allowed to share their opinions as well.
However, men's loss of control over women is not an appropriate reason to stop women's emancipation.
In fact, the control is the biggest issue for women. I am not only talking about the control in intimate
relationships. Whoever did some research about the hidden structures of a state, an economy, a society,
or any system or organisation, can easily find out that all of them prioritize men.
One reason why these systems work is because there are still many powerful stereotypes associated
with women. For instance, women are weaker than men. Therefore, they cannot defend themselves and
thus, need men for protection. My example in the beginning only shows one incident in which this
stereotype is reproduced. They mostly talk about the protection of women and girls in public places,
not about the protection of men and women.

Protection and Masculinity
Protection and violence are closely related. During all conflicts and wars, men are responsible for the
protection of their wives and family members. At least, this is what the state wants them to believe.
Even though in reality, soldiers protect the state and the interests of a small elite. (but this is another
topic)
Who suffers the most in wars? The women, elderly people and kids who are left behind. Many men do
not return from the battlefields. This is not only sad, it often means that their wives and kids are not
safe anymore, and unable to survive without the help of other family members, neighbors, or relief
organizations. In most families, the wives and kids depend on the male family members financially.
Without them, they lose everything.
My grandmother was in the same situation after WWII. She was pregnant and forced to flee from
Silesia (Poland), a former territory of Germany. Her husband was imprisoned in Russia and could not
help her at all. If women are not emancipated, they depend on men. The outbreak of a conflict or war is
the worst thing that can happen to them. Feminist organizations have documented that rape is a
weapon of war. It is used to destroy the culture and purity of enemies. Most rape survivors are female. If
a woman survives a rape, she has to live with the physical and psychological wounds of this experience
her entire life. Often she is perceived as impure after the crime and gets stigmatized by her own society.

Masculinity and Right-wing nationalists
These days, right-wing nationalists want the re-awakening of Masculinity. What they mean is that men
should become more powerful again, because their current behavior is too feminime: too weak, too
passive, too oppressed. In short, stereotypes about male behavior are used to legitimize hate speech,
violence and unrest. At the same time, "female" behavior is seen as inappropriate.
The problem is that stereotypes are very powerful. Men and women are treated according to them in
our societies. For example, many politicians have called Angela Merkel "Mutti" while attacking her
policies regarding refugees. Her behavior is perceived as too soft and welcoming, although everybody
who has any kind of reasonable understanding of what kind of policies the German government
introduced after the refugee influx in August 2015 cannot share this opinion at all. However, a "Mutti"
or mother is perceived as too soft for the tough political world.
I personally have encountered people who think that I should not study Political Science because I am
a woman. The political sphere is only for men...
Ironically, right-wing female politicians dislike Feminism, too. They want to re-install the bourgeois
ideal of a nuclear family. Women should return to the private sphere as mothers and housewives. At the
same time, these female politicians want to remain in the public sphere and profit from the goals of the
feminist movement.
In short, women who are not emancipated have to remain in the private sphere. Their voices are not
heard and they have no protection. They cannot earn money and they cannot defend themselves.

Crime & the Private Sphere
Most violent crimes occur in the private sphere. Right-wing nationalists want us to believe that women
only have to be afraid of aggressive and brutal immigrants in the public spheres. But it is not true!
Every woman is more likely to be abused and hurt by her husband or a family member than by any
other person.
Giving away pocket alarms to women is a nice thing, but it does not prevent the unequal treatment of
women. It only tells women that they are unsafe in the public sphere and that they have to deal with the
consequences on their own. In the meantime, women's behavior is seen as inappropriate. They should
stay at home and let the men take over. However, the reality shows that countries which take gender
equality seriously are very safe. Examples are: Norway, Sweden, Iceland, Finland and Denmark. They are
less likely to go to war and the equal living conditions benefit the whole society.
In short, politicians who promote masculinity have one goal: a violent and aggressive society. This is not
only dangerous for women. It is dangerous for everybody who wants to live in a peaceful and safe world.

These women didn’t rescue voices
to watch you bow out
of this life and the next,
the weight of shame and scandal

Kristiana Reed
To Blaze

sinking you to their knees
all bloodied and bruised.
These women didn’t raise hands,
two in subjugation
then balled fists in protest,
to read apologies
written in the faintest ink,
ghastly lit in camera flashes.
These women didn’t speak
then burn through
shattered rosy glasses,
to be painted over
as misshapen forms
smothered in misogyny.
These women didn’t march streets
paved by men
in debased gold,
to listen to your vitriol
and Viagra fuelled lies,
their bravery branded a weapon.
No.
These women were born into shivering
hands
of mothers and fathers,
to blaze so brightly
the pigment in your glassy eyes
will vanish, before you stamp her
into the ground.
Into the earth which bore her forth.
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Aukje Huijts

Girl in corner girl in corner
hands locked
top cropped cock-blocked
drink downed
delayed
response
responsible
for what is yet to come.

Time Thieves

Girl in corner girl in corner
lips locked
shocked, dropped and stopped
but I go ahead despite cock block
‘can I buy you a drink?’
I ask the prettier girl with a wink.
Girl in corner girl in corner
eyes locked
I opt to unlock but she stops me.
flopped, popped and chopped I tell her
‘you are too pretty to feel this way.’
Girls in corner
voices locked
cock blocked
drink down advanced response
nonchalance will win her over
down drink more drink.
Girls in corner
lock me out no doubt
they want me to go all-out
maybe the three of us can work it out
and route home together.
Girls in corner
ask me to go, the ‘hoe-y’ girls only show
I push my torso into their photo
so the memory of my muscles remains
and stains their no-show.
Drink in corner
down girls no doubt
one last time
before I leave girls who stole my time
I present them my bet
‘you just haven’t seen my sword yet’

@AUKJEHUIJTS

Aukje Huijts
Weightless Freedom
A blackout on The Handmaid’s Tale

Freedom to
and freedom from.
Buttons give the option
to be undone
and being the carrier of life
means;
closer to death.
Westernized, twittering.
To be seen
is to be penetrated
Are you happy?
Dangerous silence
Sedated footsteps
Memento mori winged
hourglass reminding me
of mortal times.
Lay, lie
passive, getting laid
lie the lie
Mayday
M’aidez
Help me.
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Feminist digilantism in
response to Men’s Rights
Activists
AMY GAINFORD
Amy Gainford is a PhD researcher researching digilantism and cyber-violence.
She is feminist and has been since she was 6 years old and the boys wouldn’t let her play football
with them ‘because she was a girl’.
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Women, in particular, suffer at the hands of men whilst online. Banet-Weiser and Miltner (2015) state that
in the digital age, we are in a new era of gender wars. The Internet is rife with alarming amounts of
violence directed towards women. What is interesting, however, is the way that feminist digilantes have
decided to combat online hatred towards women.
Banet-Weiser and Miltner (2015) argue that with the rise of popular feminism in recent years, ‘popular
misogyny’ has also risen. At its core, popular misogyny is anti-female violent expression that reaches large
audiences across popular media platforms. This circulation helps to elevate the current misogynistic
political and economic culture, where rape culture is normative, violent threats against women are
validated, and rights of the body for women are either under threat or being formally retracted. The origins
of the anti-feminist ‘men’s rights’ movement started, according to Ging (2017) in 1970’s and were inspired
by the second-wave of feminism. The Men’s Liberation Movement started initially critiquing the
conventional understandings of masculinity, but quickly split into the pro and anti-feminism factions. The
anti-feminist faction has recently had a resurgence, and has migrated onto the Internet. Now referring to
themselves as Men’s Rights Activists (MRAs) or Meninists, they have established a complex network woven
together by various organisaztions, blogs, forums, subcultures, and communities, and have created a set of
discourses and ideological positions, broadly known as The Manosphere. The Manosphere has received
media attention for its extreme misogyny and links to high-profile offline events such as the Isla Vista and
Oregon mass shootings, cases of college campus rapes in the USA, and abuse and death threats directed at
female gamers during #GamerGate. Ging (2017) states that central to the politics of The Manosphere is the
idea of the Red Pill, an analogy taken from the Matrix. In the film, Neo is given the choice of two pills; the
blue pill means switching off and living a life of delusion, and the red pill means becoming enlightened to
‘life’s ugly truths’. Ging (2017) argues that the Red Pill philosophy therefore means to ‘awaken men from
feminism’s misandry and brainwashing’.
Ging (2017) states that in the wake of the 2015 Oregon shooting, the FBI began investigating the social
media site 4/chan, which is infamous for its invocation for free speech principles to defend rampant
misogyny, racism and what Ging (2017) describes as ‘niche’ pornography. They discovered a community
referring to themselves as ‘betafags’ and ‘incels’ (involuntary celibates) who applauded the Isla Vista
shooter Elliot Rodger. Contributors to these boards were evidenced to be using social media to organise a
campaign of revenge against women, ‘social justice warriors’, and the ‘alpha males’ who had deprived them
of sexual success. Ging (2017) claims that this sparked research into ‘beta masculinity’ and suggested links
between the attacks and ‘the claims to victimhood and aggrieved entitlement being made by young,
sexually disenfranchised white males’, and it was suggested that possible explanations for their expressions
of toxic masculinity were sexual rejection, unstable employment, video game violence, pornography, and
the erosion of white male privilege. Furthermore, Ging (2017) argues that geek males embrace some
aspects of hyper-masculinity such as glorifying intelligence over emotion but cannot confirm with other
aspects such as sexual or sporting prowess. Therefore, despite being privileged within society, these white
males perceive themselves as marginalised, and are less able or unwilling to accept or recognise their own
privilege.
Turton-Turner (2013) argues that the anonymity provided by online spaces enables MRAs to create
personas and avatars, liberating them from physical limitations. It simultaneously enables their hostile and
often illegal expressions of masculinity, which are impossible to regulate online. However Ging (2017)
suggests that men still utilise their physical bodies online for the purposes of intimidation,

threats, and to punish women for rejection. It could be argued then, that when men send unsolicited
pictures of their penises to women online (otherwise known as dick pics) as punishment for rejection, they
are engaging in violent digilantism.
Further examples of violence masquerading as ‘digilantism’ by MRAs include personal attacks against
feminists online. Ging (2017) highlights their use of mass filing of fake rape reports, hacking women’s
websites and Wikipedia pages, doxing, using graphic, manipulated porn as a weapon against women, and
‘cum tributes’ often referred to as ‘tribs’ which involve videos of men ejaculating onto photographs of
women without their consent. furthermore, Ging (2017) discusses the game Beat Up Anita Sarkeesian,
created by self-proclaimed ‘feminist humiliator’ Benjamin Daniel in 2012. The game allows player to punch
and disfigure the Canadian feminist, while others made memes of her being raped by the game character
Mario.
In response to this, feminists have risen to the occasion, and started to engage in digilantism too. The
differences between the two modes of digilantism, however, are astronomical.
Ringrose and Lawrence (2018) state that ‘historically, humour has been used as a mode of activism to
challenge the stereotyping of minority groups’. They elaborate that ‘feminist humour is characterised as
“humour which reveals and ridicules the absurdity of gender stereotypes and … inequalities.” Humour
makes common assumptions “visible, and their stereotypical distortions laughable’. Utilising humour and
satire online, feminists have been able to shed light on huge issues facing women every day. Ringrose and
Lawrence (2018) use the example of the Twitter hashtag #safetytipsforladies, which demonstrated how
women undermined the victim blaming rhetoric of rape prevention tactics so engrained within our culture.
Additionally, Ringrose and Lawrence (2018) discuss the Tumblr blog Misandry Mermaid, who’s curator
states the following as motivation for her use of satirical memes at the expense of anti-feminist men;
“It is used by women to get a rise out of men who, for so many centuries, have used sexist, antiwoman humor to reinforce women’s societal role as second class citizens. We grow up hearing men
tell countless jokes about domestic violence, rape, reinforcement of gender roles, and the mocking
of female bodies and body types … For him, a joke at his expense is a rare and shocking occurrence.
For women, it is a part of everyday conversation.”
Feminist digilantes use humour as part of a response to sexism, and Ringrose and Lawrence (2018) suggest
that ‘misandry memes’ are a way of “sticking a tongue out a school yard bully”, or are legitimate anger at the
majority of political, social, and economic power that men still hold in society. They quote Amanda Hess,
who suggests that “ironic misandry is more than just a sarcastic retort to the haters; it is an in-joke that likeminded feminists tell even when their critics are not looking, as a way to build solidarity within the group”.
Ringrose and Lawrence (2018) state that the sheer amount of sexism online can be exhausting, and
therefore a light-hearted meme can sometimes be preferable, and just as effective, as a full-throated
feminist argument. Therefore, feminist digilantes reclaim feminism with hyper-feminine imagery such as
cats, pink, sequins, mermaids, and other whimsical things. Ringrose and Lawrence (2018) argue that in
doing so it challenges the discourse that all feminists are man-hating, ugly and un-feminine.

Another example of feminist digilantism is the naming and shaming of ‘man-spreading’ culprits. Jane
(2016) explains that man-spreading refers to men who sit with their legs spread widely in public spaces.
Jane (2016) argues that this is a performative display of hyper-masculinity which simultaneously serves
to shrink women into subservient, small people as they attempt to squeeze into tiny spaces left available
to them by men. As a response to these displays of toxic masculinity, feminist digilantes began taking
photographs of man-spreaders and sharing them on websites such as Your Dick Is Not That Big and
Saving Room for Cats. Ringrose and Lawrence (2018) state that Saving Room For Cats is not only a
humorous way of tackling man-spreading by suggesting that their legs are spread so wide because
they’re saving room for cats, but it also serves to feminise this display of overt masculinity, as cats are
traditionally associated with witches and subservient women. Jane (2016) states that this form of
digilantism has extended into real life, with feminists sitting on man-spreaders who refuse to allow them
access to a seat and women sitting like men on public transport, engaging in battles of bumping knees
with men who continue to encroach on their space. Furthermore, Banet-Weiser and Miltner (2015) state
that in September 2015, the hashtag #MasculinitySoFragile was trending on Twitter. The purpose of the
hashtag was to demonstrate the precariousness of “toxic masculinity”. Toxic Masculinity is defined as
“(heterosexual) masculinity that is threatened by anything associated with femininity (whether that is
pink yogurt or emotions)”. However, predictably, a number of men associated this attack on masculinity,
as an attack on all things male. They responded it what Banet-Weiser and Miltner (2015) argue was a
“rather ironically, in a macho and violent manner”. This can be demonstrated by a tweet posted by
Twitter user Mech of Justice (@mechofjusticewz), “I challenge any female tweeting unironically with
#MasculinitySoFragile to last three rounds against me in a fight. We’ll see who’s fragile.”
Jane (2016) argues that digilantism can be justified in some contexts, more so morally than legally. She
states that I can be morally justified when society doesn’t hold up its end of the social contract, and
therefore digilantism can be justified as a challenge to the oppression of women in territories and
spaces. Jane (2016) does however, acknowledge that digilantism also has risk as well as benefits,
including Lynch mobs, scapegoating, mistaken identities, and punishment disproportionate to or greater
than the original crime or transgression. The fact that this behaviour is self-identified as digilantism, and
leading researchers such as Jane acknowledge both the risks and benefits, suggests a level of awareness
and responsibility in terms of digilantism. This is in contrast to the MRAs’ digilantism discussed above,
which is at best antagonistic and at worse violence towards women.
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Aukje Huijts
‘so ADHD is a big thing in your country then?’
I don’t know when, ADHD began to be a
‘Dutch thang’
Women are just overly emotional, supposably controllable,
disposable
aliens
from Mars.
I would like a single ticket to mars please
to be a homegirl again.
I am a foreign vein in
a mucous membrane
covering the strains of detained impulsiveness
waves of emotions guided to the exit while I
Brexit Greatest Britain
Nexit making its way to take away the feeling of
being accepted.
I have to accept it,
do you?

Illegal Alien

Do you have to think twice about the colour of your choices or
the consequences of your voices?
While you choose to isolate the country whose sun
melted into raindrops, another let their raindrops turn into
silver metal, customised to golden copper.
Do you have to think about the colour of your metal?
‘Don’t try to be smart, girl’
‘Speak only when you are spoken to’
But no one speaks, and silence gives me the creeps so I lift
my cheeks and blend my voice into your least favourite colour.
Anything but
white.
Now, I’ve got ADHD so I shouldn’t be speaking anyway
I take my opinions on ‘mayday’ into the milky way
fire me away like a bullet
in my space egg to where I
belong
Mars.

@AUKJEHUIJTS

Women are from Mars
or Venus,
at least not where the yellow haired genius
is in charge.
And I am okay with that,
I accept the exit.
I see the earth dissolve while I dis-involve.
You turned green into palm oil, into food,
into nothing, and I spoke my mind
far away
while you built a diversion to create your newest
Standard American Version, I created subversion.
On mars.
with the women
with my ADHD
a sacrifice to discover your newest ‘paradise’
so we can parasite our way through another
planet and up the asking price.

@AUKJEHUIJTS
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Kristiana Reed
To Carry a Knife
My daughter will learn
how to hone the blades
on the tip of her tongue;
and she will cut and sculpt
words which move the world
to tears and action.
She will use her mother’s weapons
to leave this world
a better place;
carrying a knife in her wit
and not her pocket,
wielding strength in
her kindness and ferocity,
not fighting for her life
and her right to exist.
She will be here to stay.
She will not be shushed
nor ushered away.
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